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Welcome from the CCO Forum Committee
Welcome to the fifteenth meeting of the Chief Customer Officer Forum, on 
behalf of the member committee and Limebridge Australia. The theme for 
the day is “Adding Value to Contacts”. This is the first time we have focused 
on the interaction itself – not the idea of adding value to customers generally 
- that idea is well traversed. But the key question is can you do it on every 
interaction – or is it overkill? Within this theme we have a diverse program 
today, covering contact centre, back office and supposedly ‘blue collar’ 
environments. Aren’t customers the same world over?

Our opening key note and guest for the day is Dr Stephen Lundin, whose 
work with the FISH! Philosophy, is well known in most larger corporates 
in Australia. Many have deployed his famous workplace interventions to 
Choose, Be Present, Make their Day and Play. We will get an update on 
recent developments and current thinking in this area as well as a chance to 
discuss two fascinating and detailed case studies. Can we have fun & play 
with each customer interaction?

In the afternoon we are very fortunate to have Mr Bernie Brookes, CEO 
of Myer, to rebut the gathering dark clouds and the growing death knell 
of bricks and mortar retail in Australia. Has the Ipad already destroyed 
newsagents and bookstores? So log off Amazon.com, look up and hear 
how breathing life into every store interaction will save your distribution 
network. Why is Bernie building a huge store in Melbourne, buying Sass & 
Bide, developing e-commerce, growing Myer-One membership and, above 
all, naming customer service as “Priority One”? We can’t wait to hear. 

We have a wonderful line up of case studies from all parts of the customer 
domain. As well as Stephen’s FISH! case studies: At last we get to hear 
about Fights Centre’s innovative distributed call centre retail store model; 
how the Mercedes Airport dealership model rethought their customer 
experience; the inside story on sales through service at CBA; Kiwibank’s 
customer centric innovation; RACV will discuss how to get sales going in 
Service (with a higher conversion rate, no less) and MTU Detroit Diesel will 
explain what it takes to transform service in the Trucking Industry! 

The midterm site visits were extremely well received by the members who 
attended the in-depth discussions at Macquarie Bank and MLC. Many 
thanks to Macquarie’s Sheryl Weil (whose entire management team toured 
with us on the day) and Ana Itsaopolous of MLC for hosting the meetings.  

This year we are continuing to develop the new Chief Customer Officer 
Website, so any feedback will be warmly received.  

We hope you find today both valuable and enjoyable. 

Dayle, Michelle, Geoff, Andrew, Tracey and David
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Agenda

Tuesday 25th October 2011

6:00pm – 8.00pm  Guests arrive via Main Entrance of Melbourne 
Museum for Tutankhamun Exhibition and pre-dinner 
cocktails & canapés

8.00pm – 11.30pm  Dinner in Treetops Room, Melbourne Museum

Wednesday 26th October 2011

Westin Hotel
Westin Room III
205 Collins Street, Melbourne

8:00am Registration and Coffee

8:30am Welcome and Introductions

8:45am Opening Keynote: Dr Stephen Lundin

9:45am Coffee recharge!

10.00am Break Out Session 1

11:15am Morning coffee

11:45am Break Out Session 2

1.00pm Lunch

2:00pm Break Out Session 3 

3:15 pm Afternoon tea 

3:30pm CEO Perspective: Mr Bernie Brookes

4:30pm  What did we learn and what next for the CCO 
Forum?

   Closing questions and wrap up

5:00pm Meeting Close
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Editorial – What is stopping us adding value through 
interactions?
Many companies are spending small fortunes on trying to capture customers 
from their rivals, spending fortunes on commissions and introduction fees as 
well as loyalty programmes.  Meanwhile these same companies often treat 
all customer service contacts as a ‘necessary evil’ and drive for lower and 
lower costs, with a year-on-year 10% “cost target”. We know these things 
go in cycles, but surely the penny will drop soon, that companies can affect 
more customers more meaningfully every day by adding value when they do 
contact them.

We say that because it’s fantastic and memorable when a service interaction 
achieves more than we expected; the travel consultant who gives you a tip 
you didn’t know or the service rep who explains what is possible through 
self-service or an appropriately timed cross sell. But tackled the wrong 
way, these interactions can be memorable for the wrong reasons and feel 
mistimed or like overselling. A pre-requisite is to resolve the original service 
problem and thereby, earn the right to add value. Then we have to consider 
how to add value cost effectively and appropriately. 

Tip one, we believe is to put yourself in the customer’s shoes for each 
interaction. If you put the organisations interest too much ahead of the 
customers, it gets ugly. One of the major airlines for example, defaults the 
cross sell of ticket insurance on its online booking site to ‘Yes’ on every sale. 
Customers have to un-tick the option or end up paying for insurance they 
don’t want. That’s intrusive and company centric and must create complaints. 
Contrast that with Amazon’s approach of “customers who bought this, also 
bought X” which is a polite and targeted suggestion, and puts the customer 
in control. If it’s good advice it doesn’t seem like a cross sell. 

Our second observation is that staff have to be informed and passionate to be 
effective in adding value. Service staff who have never used the website or think 
its ordinary are unlikely to be effective customer educators. Similarly, if they don’t 
rate the products or understand their value to the customer, they will struggle to 
sell them. We liked one company which forced staff to assess customer needs 
and used the slogan “Never sell the customer a dollar of product they don’t need 
but sell them every single dollar of products they do need”.   

Finally, we find that we can add value to interactions by rethinking the 
available channels and methods. Things like email and SMS become 
effective support but are grossly underused. So few companies can supply 
email quotations or product guides that let the customer select products 
in their own time. Rarer still are SMS or email reminders around key events 
(payments or renewals or expiry of offers) and even fewer enable customers 
to take action via the same channel. Yet these channels are a fraction of the 
cost of manned interactions and cost little to turn on. 

So we think today’s topic is well timed and look forward to seeing more 
value adding interactions at all the CCO Forum companies.

David Jaffe, Graham Howard and Peter Morrison
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Opening Keynote - The Real FISH! Story and Making 
It Stick 

Having a book and film that are widely successful is a mixed blessing. 
Stories of organisations and individuals that were provoked in positive ways 
and used the ideas to create a better workplace and a more productive 
business are stories we love to hear. But success also means having IP 
repackaged by consultants and speakers and concepts misrepresented. 
In this session Stephen will tell the untold story of FISH! and suggest what 
needs to happen in order to be successful using the FISH! Philosophy 
to improve customer retention and quality of work life.  He’ll also cover 
subsequent research that led to the concept of FISH! Sticks and describe 
what companies need to do in order to sustain a new high level of 
performance.

Breakout Sessions

A. How a US Telco, Sprint, solved a massive call centre 
retention problem with FISH! Principles while greatly 
improving customer engagement

The Sprint call centre in Kansas City was in trouble. Like many US call 
centres they had unsustainable rates of staff turnover and they were 
not able to recruit and train fast enough to replace those who left. A 
fundamental reassessment of business practices was required. Stephen 
Lundin will describe how the FISH! Philosophy became the centrepiece 
of a new way of doing business and the dramatic results that this brought 
about. It’s a great story of how to apply these kinds of techniques to 
change the nature of staff and customer interactions. 

B. How Flight Centre showed that Face to Face can beat the 
Internet 

Online travel bookings were supposed to be the death knell for bricks and 
mortar travel agencies.  But in the last fifteen years Flight Centre has been 
one of Australia’s growth stories here and internationally. Alison Crabb has 
grown up in that business and will explain their unique way of handling 
cross channel work in branches. She’ll also describe the processes, 
reward and recruitment processes that have been critical to that success 
and confess to the areas of improvement that still remain.

C. The Mercedes Airport Dealership; how outside-in thinking 
transformed the customer experience 

Belinda Yabsley responded to a single customer suggestion to locate a 
dealership at Sydney airport and then made it the best performing dealership 
in Australia. She’ll describe how her team re-thought every aspect of the 
customer experience to earn the right to have valuable sales conversations in 
what should have been a service experience. This is an outstanding story of 
how a company turned its customer experience outside-in.   
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D. Cardinal Logistics: the secrets of choosing your attitude to 
deliver value from the FISH! Philosophy

New Zealand based Cardinal Logistics have achieved a dramatic cultural 
change using the FISH! Philosophies. Karen Stent (backed by Stephen 
Lundin) will describe the amazing impact on key business metrics such as 
productivity and absenteeism. The case will also describe the impacts on 
customers and provide fascinating lessons for anyone who wants to shift 
the performance of their operations.

E. How Kiwibank used customer centric design to build 
effective new channels

Kiwbank needed its online and face to face channels to support its 
positioning as a challenger brand. There was also a growing threat from 
new online intermediary sites that were starting to control customer 
relationships. In response, guest Chris McDermott, led the design of new 
online capabilities using a Customer Centred Design approach. The result 
was a very different online experience and they have recently applied 
similar thinking to face to face delivery channel. Chris will share the 
methods used and their impact on the customer experience. 

F. Lessons learnt at MTU Detroit Diesel in transforming to a 
more proactive customer engagement model 

MTU Detroit Diesel found that industry consolidation and the entrance of 
new low cost players threatened its business. This meant that it needed to 
re-think how it handled customers and become more proactive in servicing 
their needs. This created a very different service and interaction model in a 
company not used to change. Alan Rees will share how the internal culture 
challenged that change and the lesson learnt in trying to sustain such a 
different model in the face of different levels of resistance and capability.

G. Lessons in Commonwealth Bank’s four year journey to 
sales through service 

Four years ago Fred Pollock briefed the CCO Forum on the Bank’s initiative 
to mobilise the sales potential of service channels. Four years later the 
bank has one of the best products per customer ratios in financial services. 
Sally-Anne Maclay will take us through that journey and highlight the 
activities that produced the success. She’ll describe how they managed 
to establish a ‘sales through service’ culture across a multi-channel 
workforce. But she will also recognise that not everything worked and 
reflect on road blocks that the bank hit and what they changed along the 
way. She’ll even describe the secrets of TOFU!
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Limebridge Australia Sponsored Topic:

H. How RACV’s front line staff rebuilt sales processes from 
the customers’ perspective 

RACV insurance wanted to improve the hit rate of its insurance sales 
and service teams but also improve what customers thought of the sales 
process. In this case study they will describe how they “flipped” the sales 
process outside-in so that it focused on customer needs first.  The results 
were stunning in terms of conversion, saved time and margin growth. Hear 
how they created processes that met all department needs and harnessed 
front line staff as the voice of the customer. Attend this session if you need 
an innovative and cost effective approach to rethinking any sales or service 
interaction.

Closing Session - CEO’s Perspective 

Bernie Brookes has led Myer through a well acknowledged transformation 
after a career in major Retail roles. In his tail note he’ll describe what gave 
him the opportunity to bring about this change and how he approached 
it. He’ll also describe how efforts in certain areas meant that Myer did not 
give sufficient attention to customer service. Lastly he’ll describe how Myer 
plans to react to the threat of online based retail and what non retailers 
who aspire to be can learn from the retail trade. 

Guest Speaker Biographies

Dr Stephen Lundin

Dr. Stephen Lundin is a writer, entrepreneur and filmmaker with a rich 
history as a graduate level Business School Professor and Dean. He is 
currently a Professor in the Business School of Griffith University, teaching 
courses in leadership and innovation and serves as the Director of Executive 
Development.

Stephen has written a number of books including the multimillion copy 
best-selling FISH! and the simply best-selling FISH! Tales, FISH! Sticks 
and FISH! for Life. His book Top Performer, A Bold Approach to Sales 
and Service was published in January 2007 and has been adopted by a 
major hotel chain and the largest big box retailer in the US. CATS: The 
Nine Levels of Innovation was published in January of 2009 and was 
quickly adopted by a medical products company. Loops: Success in Small 
Business is All About Closing Loops was published in April of 2009 and 
Ubuntu: An Inspiring Story About an African Tradition of Teamwork and 
Collaboration was published by Random House in 2010.

During the last decade Stephen has worked with hundreds of organisations in 
over 50 countries. The government of Abu Dhabi, the largest builder in Dubai, 
nursing homes in New Zealand, banking systems in Africa, Australia and 
Malaysia, a shipping company in Singapore, hospitals on four continents, the 
Japanese, Singapore and Australian Management Institutes, the Hilton and 
health club chains in Sweden and Portugal are a few of his clients.

Stephen Lundin
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Bernie Brookes - CEO Myer

A 30-year retail veteran, Bernie Brooke’s wealth of experience includes 
leading a multi-divisional organisation during significant periods of 
change and re-engineering. Having worked in three states across 
all major divisions, he has an excellent grasp of a variety of areas of 
senior management. He has significant international experience, having 
undertaken roles in India and China and has also been a Management 
Director for the Woolworth’s Group.

His strengths include expertise in business management displaying 
energetic and self-confidence with the ability to find solutions to complex 
situations through analytical, conceptual and entrepreneurial skills. 
Ultimately he is motivated by results. With 30 years of experience he brings 
substantial skills in managing change, organising people and leading 
teams with a passion for entrepreneurial-ship and empowerment.

He was a chief engineer of Woolworth’s Project Refresh and became 
Director of Marketing for the group after performing roles across all areas 
of the Group. He has been the CEO of Myer Limited since June 2006, and 
managed the carving out of Myer from Coles Group and the rebuilding of 
the Myer business under new owners.

Alison Crabb - Flight Centre

Alison developed a passion for travel and joined Flight Centre at the age 
of 24 as a novice retail consultant in Melbourne. During the next five years 
Alison took on various Retail and Team Leader roles, turning around 
underperforming shops and opening new Flight Centre shops, which is 
where her passion for leadership began.

In 2002 Alison headed up Flight Centre’s Learning and Leadership Centre, 
before returning to her real passion of area leading. Her area became the 
most profitable and most improved area within two years. In January 2007 
Alison became Retail State Leader, where she has grown profit in Victoria/
Tasmania from $23mil to $43mil in four years.

Chris McDermott - Kiwibank

A reformed Marine Biologist, Chris has spent the last 6 years devoted to 
the often more complicated task of understanding the behaviour of people 
(rather than fish). He specialises in bringing Customer Centric design to 
Business Transformation programmes; and developing, then embedding 
Customer Experience Strategies within organisations. His experience 
covers the Telecommunications and Banking industries, with successful 
projects spanning product design, online and physical channel design, and 
ground-up business re-design.

Chris is Head of Customer Experience and Distribution at Kiwibank in 
New Zealand. At Kiwibank, Chris has built a unique Customer Experience 
team with the mandate of ensuring that Kiwibank delivers an outstanding 
experience to Customers across all touch points. The team are involved 
in projects right across the bank covering everything from product design 

Alison Crabb

Bernie Brookes

Chris McDemott
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Belinda Yabsley

Karen Stent

to channel design, marketing to systems and process design. Chris and 
the team have also developed, and are now supporting the execution of a 
cross-channel strategy for Kiwibank.

Karen Stent - Cardinal Logistics 

Karen is the Human Resources and Development Manager for Cardinal 
Logistics. Since joining the company in 2008, Karen has been responsible 
for the learning and development of overstaff.  She has become a 
passionate achiever using the FISH! Philosophy and was nominated by 
Stephen Lundin as one of the business leaders who has achieved most 
using these approaches.

Over the last three years, Cardinal has driven significant change across 
the business and the successes of these changes have been recognised 
externally. In the last nine months the company has received three major 
awards for the contributions made to staff in supporting their learning 
and development and the positive results that have been achieved in the 
workplace.

Karen has an extensive business background and has over fifteen years’ 
experience in management within the recruitment and hospitality industry 
and business consulting. She is extremely customer focused and has a 
passion for learning and development that helps her create an environment 
where people become curious enough to implement new changes and 
achieve positive outcomes.

Belinda Yabsley - Mercedes

Belinda is probably best known for her work with Mercedes, being the 
youngest and first ever-female General Manager of a Mercedes dealership 
having started as the receptionist at 19! In addition to launching the world-first 
Mercedes-Benz Airport Express in Sydney, Belinda moved on to be Executive 
Director of the Customer Service Institute of Australia, in addition to rolling out 
the luxury lifestyle concierge service, in Australia and New Zealand.

Belinda talks on ways to deliver exceptional customer service as a means 
to developing longer lasting and profitable relationships. In a culture, where 
we tend to accept poor levels of customer service as the norm, Belinda 
shares her secrets of world class customer service.

Alan Rees - MTU Detroit Diesel Australia

Alan’s passion and purpose is to build highly engaged workplace communities 
that create optimal outcomes for all stakeholders along the value chain. His 
vision is to have loyal employees, customers and suppliers promoting these 
communities as a result of their exceptional experiences with them.

Alan’s first project as a transformational change agent was in 1999 
when he was appointed as the general manager of a seafood company 
in Namibia. Since then he has successfully transformed numerous 
underperforming teams and businesses through challenging the status 
quo, describing what good looks like and uplifting people to aspire towards 

Alan Rees
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it. He has been the Regional Manager for MTUDDA Southern Region for 
three years. In this time he has lead over 150 people across seven teams 
on a transformational journey. This has converted the business from a team 
of complacent order takers into a highly engaged team that is proactive 
and customer centric.

Sally-Anne Maclay - Commonwealth Bank

Sally-Anne Maclay is the General Manager of Group Sales & Service 
Support at the Commonwealth Bank of Australia. She previously had 
responsibility for Groupwide customer service and referral strategy, 
training on sales methodology & service skills, internal customer 
service measurement, budget management and sales & service cultural 
engagement.

Sally-Anne has been with the Commonwealth Bank for 7 years holding 
various roles in finance and strategy for the Group and Retail Bank. Prior 
to this, Sally has held change management roles within Credit Suisse 
First Boston (London) and Barclays Global Investors (London) and within 
taxation services at Ernst & Young (Brisbane).

Chief Customer Officer’s Action Check List

Issue or aspect of our end to 
end customer experience that 
requires my attention

What changes will I make to improve 
the delivery of our end to end customer 
experience

1

2

3

Sally-Anne Maclay
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Phone: +61 8 6311 4699
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